
DISNEY SPEECH

To all who come to this happy place; welcome. Disneyland is your land. Here age relives fond memories of the past and
here youth may savor the challenge.

This is where Animation Courtyard is located. Get Essay We will start at the very first park that was open to
the public and that was Magic Kingdom. I got free haircuts from the barber when I drew new hairstyles for
him. This delightful procession will run twice daily, from July 18 through Aug. Nothing can overcome your
joy. Disney started off as an imagination and became a well-known established park that will forever be
expanding. If you are a scared cat then maybe a roller coaster would do? Disneyland is dedicated to the ideals,
the dreams, and the hard facts that have created America, with the hope that it will be a source of joy and
inspiration to all the world. Hear you are able to see how ideas from animators actually became Disney
characters in films. You have passed through all of your classes. The last park I would like to inform you
about is Animal Kingdom. Walt had many other successes such as the very first cartoon with sound called
Steamboat Willy and the very first colour cartoon called Flowers and Trees. Here, age relives fond memories
of the past, and here youth may savor the challenge and promise of the future. I could explain to you all so
much more of this wonderful place but I would take up your whole day. This is where Spaceship Earth is
located. He returned home safely to the United Stated and began a career as an advertising cartoonist. As the
tour ends, I hope that one day you are able to enjoy this wonderful place the way I was able to enjoy it. Then,
the mouse needed a friend, a loyal companion, even a sweetheart. Walt became interested in drawing at an
early age and when he was only seven years old, he sold some of his sketches to the neighbours. His feelings
were very hurt by this betrayal and he was very secretive about his new character, the one and only Mickey
Mouse. This makes Disney World a very clean and safe environment. This is a tower where you go to the very
tippy top and drop all the way down. I'll bet you do. He made a collection system where trash is jetted
underground so that no one can see the trash. Walt worked hard at his art and perfected a new method of
combining live action and animation. From that first little adventuresome mouse came lots of cartoon movies
about him and his many little animated friends. Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse will make a special
appearance along with beloved Disney characters. I still needed money for food, so a couple of soldiers and I
earned money by selling German helmets. In high school he continued his interest in drawing and discovered
photography as well. They barely recognized me. This is a pitch dark, indoor, adventurous ride. That was
where I wanted to start my career. I know, weird name. In he tried to join the military but was rejected because
he was only 16, too young to go to fight a war. Minnie Mouse wears of those. Instead, he joined the Red
Cross, was sent overseas, and spent a year driving an ambulance. After all, all of your dreams can come true if
you have the courage to pursue them. There are many attractions as you stroll through Magic Kingdom. I had
a job at the postal office until they realized my real age. The cavalcade will take place at p. A very scary and
one of my favorites is the tower of terror. Walt married Lillian Bounds, an employee of his company on July
13, and they had two daughters named Diane and Sharon. With just one visit all of your dreams will come
true, just like mine did. I wanted to at least see some action.


